
OCF LUMP committee meeting November 10, 2020. 6:00 – 8:00 PM, on-line only 

 

Dennis Todd, Anna Scott: co-facilitators, Sallie Edmunds, Jon Silvermoon, Gene Ehrbar,  Cynthia 

Peachey, Ann Bennett-Rogers, DJ Bennett-Rogers, Bobbi Jo Newton, Glenn Johnson, Paxton Hoag, 

Thom Barr, Rick Valley, Jain Elliott: Scribe 

Approval of minutes (We waited for more members to arrive to do this, then forgot to get back to it.) 

Public comments:   

Jain will forward an email from Rick Valley about poison oak.  Dennis doesn't think we're planning to 

eradicate it, the upland plan only calls for removing it from campsites.  Has asked Rick to point out 

worrying parts of the plan, so we can fix them. 

Sallie and Peaches are here from the carbon neutrality project.  In preparation for the 50
th

 we had a 

sustainability workshop at the WoW Hall, took ideas to the StewardShip, Board moved in May 2019 

that we'd try to be carbon neutral by 2025, partnered with PSU to calculate our initial carbon footprint, 

looked at ways we can implement action.  Presented results at town halls in September, identified Fair 

Family transportation as a big carbon use.  Zoom has helped a lot, but that will change as we all start 

wanting to get together again.  We talked about calculating the carbon sequestration of the vegetation 

on site.  Want to support LUMP in keeping that on our work plan, possibly with an intern at Oregon 

State.  Anna thought she and Dennis were just challenging one another to come up with the best carbon 

sequestration quantification analysis. Dennis says the science of quantification is very poorly 

developed, and it would be difficult to generalize on our site because we have so many different biomes.  

We can develop strategies to magnify carbon sequestration without necessarily measuring it.  We can 

improve our sequestration rate in the upland forest by doing selective cutting to preserve underground 

roots and stumps.  Another example is when we mow the fields, if we can leave the plant material on 

the land rather than baling it up and hauling it away, we'll be increasing the carbon in the soil.  Peaches 

wants us to remember to plan building projects to include solar panels.  We can move forward in ways 

that we know are helpful even when we can't put a number on it.  Anna will include her fellow 

sustainability committee members as we move forward.  Ann says don't forget the riparian forest 

sequesters carbon, too.  Bobbi Jo says there are 3 acres of forest along the Long Tom upstream from the 

Fair in western Elmira that we could preserve.  Sallie asks if we could do a rough sort of calculation.  

Anna wants the record to reflect that we have been asked to include all sorts of different ways to 

calculate or estimate data.  Dennis says we'll show that we are using the right plans as we revise the 

LUMP manual.  Glenn says we can get help from lots of experts.  Sallie says we may be able to get 

classes from OSU or UO to help.  Ann says OSU forestry classes are always looking for projects. 

BoD liaison report:  Paxton announces our new officers and board members.  Had a workshop Sunday 

with Board & BUMS.  Maybe we'll have a farmers' market, outdoor theater, events at winery, probably 

not going to have 50,000 people on site this next summer.  Thom says food booths will have a very 

hard time showing up at a one day event.  Paxton says maybe we could do something at the Cuthbert.  

Jon says Floyd may help us protect our NCU.  Thom agrees we should make friends in Eugene and not 

worry about the NCU.  Bobbi Jo doesn't want us to host anti-masking drum circlers.  Paxton says staff 

is confident we can get another waiver from the County.   

Subcommittee and homework reports: 

Jon found 10 or 11 foundations that might provide funding for the gray water project, depending on 

how it's presented to them, and whether it can benefit other organizations in the state.  All have various 

requirements, we'd have to contact each one to see if they're still granting during covid times..  We'll 

need to coordinate with Wally's fundraising group. 



            Education outreach: Robert's not here. 

Old business 

            Draft work plan: Anna wanted to focus on three areas: gray water, upland forest plan and green 

zones   

Dennis suggests--January: upland forest plan guests, update green zone documents, gray water 

subcommittee report on funding sources.  February: upland forest plan final revision & submission to 

staff, reviewing green zone documents & implementation, draft gray water grant applications. March—

submit green zone documents to Operations, finalize gray water grant applications.  April & May: TBA 

            Review upland forest plan, suggest guests to invite.  Jon says we need to add work on the 

Emerald ash borer.  Dennis says this is relevant for the rest of the site, but there aren't as many ash tree 

in the upland forest.   

Now we see a slide show—add acreage in vineyard to map 

Ann will help with GLO mapping on the winery area 

Add offset carbon emissions to goals 

Option 3: add language to follow SUP 

Sub-areas: add winery 

Hub area is also an archeological site 

 

            Review status of green zones, gray water: 

Bobbi Jo, Glenn,  and Paxton will help Dennis review green zone documents. 

Jon, Anna, and Dennis will look at possible funding sources for the gray water project. 

 

            Set 2021 meeting dates: January 12, February 9, March 9, April 13, May 11.  We agreed to meet 

at 6:30 rather than 6:00 in January, and see how that goes.   

New business  Bobbi Jo wants to use this opportunity while the site is fallow to do things we can't 

usually do. 

Green zone revisions and gray water funding subcommittees will report next week (at top of agenda) 


